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Executive Summary 
 
The direct impacts of flooding can be estimated with reasonable accuracy, but considerable 
uncertainty still surrounds the indirect impact, the “cascading” effects. To support decision-making 
on enhancing flood resilience, assessments and associated tools must go beyond direct flood 
impacts; indirect impacts may be much larger, influencing recovery time and resilience.  
 
Consideration of critical infrastructure (CI) is important as failure of one CI can cause cascading 
effects to other geographic areas and socio-economic sectors. For example, a failing power 
substation may affect an area larger than the flooded area with impacts extending far beyond the 
period of flooding. Despite these risks, assessments of critical infrastructure are not yet rooted in 
adaptation planning. 
 

 
Typical critical infrastructure in Broward county, functioning (above) and disrupted and damaged 
after Hurricane Irma in 2017. Photo courtesy of Andreas Burzel (Deltares) and Paul Krashefski 
(Broward County) 
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Assessing critical infrastructure vulnerability – the CIrcle Approach 
“Critical Infrastructures: Relations and Consequences for Life and Environment” (CIrcle) is an 
interactive online open tool which facilitates stakeholder engagement in the assessment of the 
vulnerability of CI and the consequences of failure during a flood event. The results of a CIrcle 
session can subsequently be used in an interactive 3D model supporting the visualization and 
quantification of direct and cascading flood impacts as well as an exploration and evaluation of 
adaptation measures enhancing flood resilience of critical infrastructure systems and communities. 
This information is essential to strengthen both adaptation planning and preparedness and 
response capacities to reduce and prevent losses during events.  
 

 

The CIrcle workshop concept consists of three main elements: 1) Participatory stakeholder 
engagement, 2) open data and 3) visualization. 
 
Application to Broward County 
The CIrcle approach was recently applied in Broward County in Florida to analyze the vulnerability 
of CI networks and their cascading effects. Two stakeholder workshops were organized with 
managers of critical infrastructure like roads, airports, storm water control, wastewater, 
telecommunications, drinking water, electricity, and ports.  
 
The first workshop aimed to understand the overall picture of connection and interdependence 
between critical infrastructures, such as the inability to repair power lines when roads are 
inundated, and the multiple cascading effects of power outages on for example drinking water 
supply, wastewater plants and communications affecting emergency operations and citizens. The 
different cascading impacts were ranked qualitatively according to severity of impacts should it be 
damaged. 
 
The CI infrastructure relationships identified and obtained during the first workshop, were used to 
simulate critical infrastructure failure and cascades during a future rain-induced flooding scenario 
with sea level rise. The simulation was reviewed during the second workshop. Besides reviewing 
the simulated cascading impacts of CI failure, the second workshop targeted an in-depth analysis of 
two main CI sectors, viz., electricity and roads, using the 2017 flood experiences (June rain event 
and Hurricane Irma). Additionally, a bow-tie analysis supported an exploration of different 
measures that could reduce or prevent causes and impacts of these CI failures.  
 
The project helped raise awareness and the need for collaboration among CI networks and a 
collective approach to flood risk management: The first workshop revealed various relationships 
between different CI sectors. However, CI network operators are aware of the functioning of their 
own network but less of the functioning or preventive strategies of other CI networks even when 
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they are dependent on those networks. Efficient communication, partnerships and collaboration 
among the CI networks can increase the resilience of CI networks and communities in Broward 
County during flood events.  
 

 
Critical infrastructure relationships identified during the first workshop 

 

 
Simulation of critical infrastructure failure using the identified CI relationships during a future rain-
induced flooding scenario with sea level rise. 
 
The importance of detailed assessment of cascading impacts became apparent in the second 
workshop. The analyses revealed various 1st, 2nd and even 3rd order cascading impacts of power 
outages that were not identified before. It also revealed compound cascading impacts from the road 
network: no access to the fuel storage at the Port and disruption of fuel distribution during 
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Hurricane Irma, was a major factor in enhancing the various cascading impacts of massive power 
outages because back-up systems ran out of fuel. Several, (partially) implemented and new 
measures were identified that could reduce the causes and consequences of these disruptions. The 
bow-tie method proved to be an effective method to analyze the issues and structure the 
discussion.  
 
The nature of direct and cascading impacts of critical infrastructure failure identified in this study 
may be applicable to other areas as well. Critical infrastructure vulnerability and resilience in the 
adaptation planning process requires area specific and conditions specific analyses to be included 
in the studies. The CIrcle approach adopted in this project proved an effective method to start this 
process. 
 
Implementation of project results 
The project findings and visuals were presented at the County’s existing stakeholder forums, 
including presentations with the Water Advisory Board to the Broward County Commissioners and 
before its Technical Advisory Committee. These presentations resulted in community statements 
requesting expansion of this same high-resolution future condition flood risk modeling to all areas 
of the county and that this type of assessment be used to support all infrastructure planning and 
land use decisions, across the County. As a result, the County is currently expanding its modeling 
investment with the USGS to include build-out of hydrologic detail supporting this work to a 
county-wide scale and is planning to use the future conditions flood modeling to inform a regional 
resilient infrastructure capital improvement and investment plan. Furthermore, there is sincere 
interest to build and expand the knowledge base on critical infrastructure functioning and 
cascading impact using past and future events. 
 
More information 

CIrcle approach: www.deltares.nl/circle 
CIrcle online 
tool: 

http://circle.deltares.org 

CIFRe Webinar: https://www.deltares.nl/en/webinars/cifre-webinar-guidance-application-
circle-tool/ 

Project website: http://circle-cifre.nl 
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1 Introduction 
 
It is widely acknowledged that coastal regions must become more flood resilient – meaning that 
people and economy are well-prepared and can recover quickly from flood impacts. To support 
decision-making on enhancing flood resilience, methods need to go beyond currently available 
methods that focus on direct flood impacts, as indirect impacts on the economic functioning of a 
region may be much larger. Particularly the interruptions of critical infrastructures (CI) such as 
electricity, communication, drinking water and transport systems that can lead to enormous, often 
long-lasting societal impacts including fatalities and economic losses (see text box). Critical 
infrastructure, especially in densely populated coastal urban areas, is increasingly at risk from 
flooding, due to the combined effect of global climate change, land subsidence and socio-economic 
developments (Sweet et al., 20141). Although a robust critical infrastructure network is the basis for 
a fast flood recovery and enhanced community resilience, critical infrastructure networks have 
hardly been considered in flood resilience planning until recently. Governmental and non-
governmental agencies, infrastructure operators and other stakeholders each have a wealth of 
experience, yet they are unable to solve these planning challenges on their own because they are 
part of a complex network of CI networks. As a result, critical infrastructures are dealt with 
separately from each other, even though different parties are aware of their interdependencies and 
possible cascading effects. Furthermore, data describing the interconnections and 
interdependencies is often not available, which makes it difficult to determine impacts of cascading 
infrastructure failure on a certain location.  
 

 
South Florida also increasingly experiences widespread damages, disruptions, and indirect impacts 
from flooding, including traffic delays and interrupted services with implications for labor, 
production, and community livability. The district and counties in South Florida are actively 
pursuing a better understanding of these issues and are planning efforts to increase community 
resilience (see also section 4.1). As part of these efforts, the NOAA funded CIFRe project, ‘Critical 
Infrastructure and Flood Resilience in South Florida’, developed methods for direct and indirect 
flood impact estimation, by taking a closer look at critical infrastructures. In this project the 
interactive CIrcle approach, developed by Deltares, was applied and further developed for a 
particularly flood-prone area in Broward County. The approach is built on information and 
engagement from stakeholders, and supports discussion of flood vulnerabilities, indirect impacts, 
                                                           
1 Sweet et al, 2014 Sweet, W. V., J. Park, J. J. Marra, C. Zervas, and S. Gill (2014), Sea level rise and nuisance 
flood frequency changes around the United States, NOAA Tech. Rep. NOS CO-OPS 73, 53 pp 

Including Critical Infrastructure in adaptation and resilience planning? 
Who would believe that fallen trees after Hurricane Irma are the reason of power outages of up to 
two weeks for several districts in Broward County? Or that flooding of the access road to the 
harbour made it necessary to truck the fuel from Tampa, more than 250 miles away? Or that power 
outages are the cause for sewer system overflows, as the water cannot be treated, leading to serious 
health hazards for people in the flooded areas. Those examples show that Critical Infrastructures 
have an essential role for the functioning of society during and after a storm or flood event, and 
therefore the resilience of society. It is of utmost importance to include Critical Infrastructures in 
future adaptation and resilience planning. 
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and potential solutions for risk reduction (see also Chapter 2). This project report synthesizes the 
results of two participatory CIrcle workshops, a web-meeting and a questionnaire that were 
executed as part of the CIFRe project.  
 

 
Broward County. Photo courtesy Paul Krashefski (Broward County)  
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2 The CIrcle approach and its application 
 
The CIrcle approach aims to bring all CI stakeholders together and help them learn from their 
shared knowledges and let them together develop strategies to make critical infrastructure more 
resilient. The CIrcle Tool, a new online open touch table application (see http://circle.deltares.org ) 
forms the centerpiece of the CIrcle approach. The tool is used in participatory workshops (see 
textbox and photo below) to help stakeholders understand the complex and interdependent 
relations between critical infrastructure systems. These relations, or causal links, can be 
investigated and rapidly visualized even in relatively data poor environments.  
 

 
Figure 2-1 Impression of the first participatory CIrcle workshop in January 2017 

The results of a CIrcle workshop can subsequently be used in an interactive 3D game engine model 
supporting (see Figure 2-2): 1) the visualization and quantification of direct and cascading flood 
impacts in areas of interest and 2) the exploration of adaptation measures enhancing flood 
resilience of critical infrastructure systems and communities.  
 
The rapid visualization of the CIrcle approach contributes valuable insights and helps workshop 
participants to explore and understand the complexity of cascading effects. Additionally, the 
collaborative nature of the CIrcle workshop encourages further collaboration between workshop 
participants. 
 
For the CIFRe project two CIrcle workshops and a questionnaire were organized. The first CIrcle 
workshop, held in January 2017, and the subsequent questionnaire conducted in May 2017, focused 
on exploring and characterizing Critical Infrastructure (CI) relationships and measures reducing 
flood impacts in Broward County. The obtained knowledge and information formed the basis for 
building an interactive 3D CI model application of the area of interest (see Figure 2-2). The 
interactive model was demonstrated and used in the second workshop held in May 2018 with 
stakeholders from entire South-East Florida to deepen and extend the critical infrastructure 
relationships and previous measures exploration. Chapter 3 of this report synthesizes the obtained 
knowledge on critical infrastructure relationships. Chapter 4 focusses on identified measures 
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reducing flood vulnerability of CI, whereas Chapter 5 summarizes the results of a plenary 
discussion on future use and development of the CIrcle approach. 
 

Participatory stakeholder engagement  
Policy makers, planners, scientists and project developers face increasingly complex 
challenges and future uncertainties that require a cross-disciplinary approach, to achieve 
adaptive and robust planning and management. The complexity of the challenges also means 
that many stakeholders need to be involved in the planning process to address them and come 
to a widely supported, joint problem definition and strategy that takes full advantage of the 
potentials in an area. This asks for sophisticated tools to support the planning processes in a 
participatory manner (see Figure below). The tools need to allow for integration of 
information from different disciplines, interaction between different stakeholders across 
different disciplines, joint fact finding, switching between different spatial and time scales, and 
easy visualization and communication. These state-of-the-art tools and methods make 
complex information accessible and manageable and allow for sophisticated and dynamic 
interaction by different groups of stakeholders. In this way, the planning process can take 
place as efficiently and effectively as possible. 
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Figure 2-2. Visualization of direct and cascading impacts of a flood event in the 3D interactive game 
engine model application for Broward County. 
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3 Critical Infrastructure networks and relationships 

3.1 The 1st exploration of CI networks and relations for Broward County  

3.1.1 Introduction 
The first CIrcle workshop, held in January 2017, focused on exploring and characterizing Critical 
Infrastructure (CI) relationships in Broward County, more specifically:  
 Impacts of flood events on the functioning of critical infrastructures. 
 Relations between different CI’s and other critical sectors, including cascading impacts.  
 Classification of the importance of relations regarding their criticality. 
 
A subsequent questionnaire held in May 2017 aimed to obtain additional information on the most 
critical relationships, the performance of the CI in past flood events as well as planned and 
implemented risk management measures to reduce flood vulnerabilities of CI and cascading effects. 
 
The sections 3.1.2 through 3.1.4 summarize the approach and synthesize the main findings on 
relationships and cascading impacts caused by flooding of CI networks of Broward County. 

3.1.2 Approach 
As discussed above, the CIrcle approach aims to bring all CI stakeholders together and help them 
learn from their shared knowledges and let them together develop strategies to make critical 
infrastructure more resilient. To reach these objectives, the first CIrcle workshop was structured 
along the following four steps:  
 
Step 1 - Introduction to the workshop 
The introduction consisted of an overview by Broward County on climate change pressures, 
regional vulnerabilities and planning needs, and a review of the flood scenario used for the project 
presented by Deltares (see Figure 3-1). 
 

 
Figure 3-1 Pluvial flood model results for Fort Lauderdale used in the first CIrcle workshop. 
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Step 2 - Mapping important Critical Infrastructure objects  
The group of stakeholders represented a diversity of: 
 Critical Infrastructure networks, e.g. wastewater, drinking water, energy, transportation, 

communications, etc. 
 Vulnerable facilities, e.g. airport, seaport, health service locations, etc. 
 Water management, emergency services and operational centers.  
The mapping exercise helped attendees to locate objects where impacts occurred in the past and to 
explain details about their network in Fort Lauderdale. It also helped to present the flood scenario 
in more detail and to identify vulnerable locations (see Figure 3-2). 
  

 

 

Figure 3-2 Some of the results of the mapping exercise and a list of facilities and sectors necessary to 
represent Critical Infrastructure (CI) categories of the community within the CIrcle tool. For instance, 
while the Wastewater category is included in the basic CIrcle tool, stakeholders indicated that the Lift 
Stations are of such importance for this area that this additional detail needed to be included in the 
mapping of objects. Stakeholders explained that many lift stations have been equipped with back-up 
systems in the event of electricity outages, but not all of them. 
 
Step 3 - CIrcle tool: identifying cascading effects 
In the third step, stakeholders were asked to share how specific events (historic or predicted) 
affected individual CI categories. This part of the workshop was designed to solicit water depth 
thresholds or triggers that can cause direct impact on Critical Infrastructure objects or networks. 
By explaining to each other what could happen within each network, cascades from one network or 
CI category were collected, visualized and collectively represented in a visual map using the CIrcle 
tool as organizing framework. This assessment allowed stakeholders to readily identify key sectors 
based on the number and expanse of cascading impacts across sectors and within the community. 
 
Step 4 - CIrcle tool: identifying impacts 
The last part of the workshop focused on defining the magnitude of impact categories for this 
region and applying those to the already identified possible cascading effects. The following impact 
categories were used: 
 
 Minimal = green code 
 Minor = yellow code 
 Significant = orange code 
 Severe = Red code 
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The exercise relied upon a process of stakeholder consensus to determine which ranking to apply 
to each cascading impact. For instance, the severe impact category was initially only applied when 
human lives were directly impacted. During the discussion some impact categories were redefined 
(e.g., if this one is severe then the other one should be significant). The workshop provided a 
platform for stakeholders to assess impacts specific to the region of Fort Lauderdale, revealing 
important distinctions between what stakeholders perceive as a severe impact in this specific 
region, and what is not. This input is not only used for further analyses of and visualization of the 
cascades for the second workshop but is also important for the design of resilience indicators for 
this case study.  
 
Following the first workshop a web meeting and an online questionnaire were undertaken among 
the 26 stakeholders of the first workshop to obtain additional information. See appendix 6.2 for the 
questions of the survey. In total 15 stakeholders participated in the questionnaire. 
 

3.1.3 Results  
Figure 3-3 summarizes the results of the first CIrcle workshop in terms of identified relationships 
(left figure) and impact categories (right figure). The workshop participants identified 
vulnerabilities for almost all CI categories, producing a total of 35 possible cascading effects, 
described qualitatively or quantitatively. This was the largest number of cascading impacts 
collected to date using the CIrcle method in a single workshop, highlighting the complexity and 
vulnerability of the study area. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that the CIrcle 
visualization is not a complete representation of all relations in the area, as it only represents the 
aspects which were discussed during the workshop. Group composition, group dynamics and time 
constraints may lead to a result which is not complete. However, the relations most relevant for the 
participating stakeholders are included. Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 visually summarize the main 
direct and cascading impact relationships. Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 describe the main characteristics 
of these relationships as revealed during the workshop and the subsequent questionnaire. 
 

Figure 3-3 Results of the first CIrcle workshop, showing direct and first order cascading relationships 
(left figure) and impact categories assigned to cascading impacts (right figure, red is severe impact, 
orange is significant impact, yellow is minor impact, green is minimal impact). 
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Figure 3-4.  CIrcle plots for individual CI sectors, identifying multiple and/or significant and/or severe 
impacts. Note that the figure shows two directions of impact relationships, viz.: 1) how failure of the 
colored CI category impacts other critical infrastructure (wide band starting at the colored CI 
category and ending as a thin line at the affected CI) and 2) impacts of another failing CI on the 
colored infrastructure category.  
 
Table 3-1 Summary of direct impacts on critical infrastructures 

CI Category Description of direct impacts  
Electricity Failure of transformer stations due to flooding, critical water depth is 1 

foot. This is the predominant failure mechanism for districts where 
electricity is distributed underground, and where transformers are at 
street level.  

Drinking 
water 

Drinking water can be affected due to flooding of the wellfields with salty 
seawater. Critical water depth is 1 foot.  

Wastewater Wastewater plants can be flooded directly, leading to contamination of the 
surrounding areas by overflow and outage of the treatment plans. 

 

Main roads 
and tunnels 

Flooding of roads and tunnels will lead to disruptions. A water depth of 1 
foot is already critical for cars. 

Airport Flooding of the runways, taxiways or apron will stop all starts and 
landings. Water depth of a 1 inch is already critical. 

Port and 
Fuel storage 

Flooding of quays and storage area leads to a stop of the operations in the 
harbor. Particularly the cranes are susceptible to flooding.  
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Table 3-2  Summary of main relations between CI sectors (i.e. dependencies). Note: Only the relations 
classified as ‘very significant’ by the stakeholders in the CIrcle workshop are described here. 

CI Category Description of relations  
  

Emergency 
services 

Highly dependent on the road network and telecommunication. Can operate 
with special vehicles in larger water depths and may make use own 
emergency telecommunication network.  

Health care 
and public 
health 

Highly dependent on the road network, drinking water telecommunication 
and electricity. For electricity there are backup generators, which however 
need to be refilled with diesel, which requires access to the roads. 

Communica
tions and IT 

Communication and ICT is a severe first order cascading impact of an 
electricity provision failure (e.g. power outages due to flooding of a 
substation). The 2nd order cascading impacts on the airport and drinking 
water provision are considered minor.  

Electricity Electricity is providing service to all other CIs, however, is not depending 
directly on another CI sector. For controlling the network, a separate 
communication network exists. For repair and maintenance, access through 
roads is crucial. 

Financial 
services 

Relations were identified for airport, commercial facilities and tourism about 
possible negative economic consequences as a result of a severe flood. 

Storm water 
system 

Dependencies from telecommunication and roads. Roads are required to refill 
the diesel-powered pumps.  

Drinking 
water 

Relations were discussed towards citizens and hospitals. Citizens receive a 
supply warning and are asked to fill their bathtubs. Hospitals cannot operate 
if drinking water is disrupted, possibly organized with trucked water.  

Wastewater Relations from electricity and roads. Electricity outage can be compensated to 
some extent by backup generators; however, access to the roads is important 
for refill of the diesel and other additives. 

 

Main roads 
and tunnels 

Electricity is required for traffic signals; otherwise capacity of the network is 
reduced.  

Railroad Electricity is required for the signals, otherwise railroad cannot operate. 

Airport Roads were identified as the most critical relationship, as travels need to get 
to/from the airport. 

Port and 
Fuel storage 

If fuel for back-up generators is interrupted for more than 4 days, various 
critical infrastructure networks (storm water, wastewater, drinking water, 
emergency services, hospitals) are affected.  

Industrial 
facilities.  

Relations were identified with roads (accessibility) and financial services 
(economic impacts).  

Commercial 
facilities 

As for Industrial Facilities.  

Tourism Tourism is an important source of income in Florida. Failure of critical 
infrastructures can have negative effects on tourism due to loss of reputation.   
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3.1.4 Conclusions  
The first CIrcle workshop gave valuable insights and a common understanding of the critical 
infrastructures in Broward County for all stakeholders. The participants contributed with their 
expert knowledge how critical infrastructures can be affected by flooding, and which 
infrastructures are related to such failure. In the process, several interesting cascading effects were 
identified. For example, hospitals are not affected directly by flooding. However, outage of drinking 
water supply because the water treatment plant is not accessible anymore due to flooding of the 
roads, is a possible scenario which was identified and intensively discussed during the workshop. 
The CI dependencies and thresholds identified during this first exploration of the CI networks were 
implemented in a combined flood/CI model to visualize the outcomes as preparation for the second 
workshop and as communication tool. 

3.2 Extending the CI network using 2017 experiences  

3.2.1 Introduction  
 
The second and final CIFRe workshop aimed at a more in-depth analysis of the previously identified 
CI networks and relationships (see Figure 3-3) using the 2017 flood experiences and additional 
simulated scenarios. In September 2017, Broward County and larger parts of Florida experienced 
severe impacts of Hurricane Irma, following a critical rainfall flooding event in June. CI disruptions 
occurred during both events. These disruptions and associated experiences yield new information 
and insights that were used to extend and/or validate the previously identified networks and 
relationships, the nature of multiple cascading impacts and associated impact durations. 
Additionally, perspectives and experiences of citizens and from stakeholders outside Broward 
county were shared in this workshop, together with the identification of cascading events resulting 
from additional critical scenarios simulation. 
 
To explore and exchange the experiences during these recent events workshop participants worked 
in four break-out groups, focusing on two CI networks, viz.: 
 

1. Electricity network (two groups) 
2. Roads network (two groups). 

 
The electricity network was chosen because its failure causes multiple cascading impacts to other 
infrastructure networks that in turn affect further networks. The nature of these compound 
cascades was not explicitly revealed in the first workshop and the questionnaire. For instance, the 
fuel shortage and the disruptions in fuel distribution during Hurricane Irma appeared to be another 
critical infrastructure element enhancing cascading impacts. For these reasons the availability of 
main roads was analyzed in more detail during this second workshop as well.  
 
The workshop was organized in four sessions (see Appendix 6.1). Break-out group discussions 
addressed: i) the description of the CI failure event, ii) the causes and iii) its indirect/cascading 
consequences in the network of CI systems and associated impact durations. In contrast to the first 
workshop, where a plenary CIrcle session was carried out using the digital CIrcle tool, this 
workshop used CIrcle templates on paper to engage and activate participants in small break-out 
groups as much as possible. The following sections synthesize the key outcomes. Appendix 6.3 
collates the photos of the results and provides transcripts of these results for each break-out group. 
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3.2.2 Critical infrastructure sector - Electricity provision  
 
The Electricity Event and its Causes 
The failure event of the electricity networks was defined during the workshop as Power outages. 
Two breakout groups discussed the vulnerabilities of the electricity network focusing on identifying 
the main CI failure event, its causes and cascading, indirect effects. 
 
Power outages can have multiple causes. Participants identified the following main causes for 
power outages during Hurricane Irma:  
 Fallen trees on transmission network, resulting in broken power lines and power outages. 
 Flooding of substations resulting in power outages of a transmission network. The flooding 

threshold varies per substation. In the first workshop a threshold of 0.3m was mentioned as a 
flooding threshold for one of the substations, which was subsequently used in the interactive 
modelling of CI failure for demonstration and discussion purposes. 

Lightning strikes were not considered a main cause of power outages in the transmission network, 
as lightning was deemed to cause only localized outages. 
 
Factors that enhance critical infrastructure vulnerability and potential failure during an event, 
include: 
 Aging / condition of infrastructure, resulting in a more vulnerable electricity network. 
 Lack of enough backup systems. For instance, there are roughly 186 pump stations for the 

wastewater plants in Fort Lauderdale alone. However, back-up systems are available for only 
70% of these pumps (see also textbox on compound impacts on page 13).  

 The scale of the event. The geographical extent and intensity of Irma were large, even though 
Irma did not make landfall at the east coast of Florida. 

 Sequence of multiple events: H. Irma was the second major storm event in two weeks, following 
T.S. Harvey. Trucks and services needed for contracted post-disaster debris removal were still 
deployed in Houston at the time of Irma.  

 
Cascading impacts of Power Outage  
Figure 3-5 synthesizes the cascading impacts of Power outage as identified in the two break out 
groups. The CIrcle diagrams show strong resemblance, both in terms of identified cascading 
impacts and the order of cascades. The orange lines indicate some first, second and third order 
relationships that were not explicitly identified both groups, presumably because of time.  
 
Figure 3-6 combines the results of both groups in one graph. Table 3-3 summarizes the main 
cascading impact lines of this combined figure (for all information provided in the two groups see 
appendix 6.3). The text box ‘citizens’ separately describes how CI failures impacted citizens. The 
main experiences and impacts can be summarized as follows:  
 
Overall picture (green, blue and black lines in Figure 3-6): Power outages impacted many, if not all 
other CI sectors and citizens. Cascading impacts of power outages originated either directly or after 
about four days when back-up systems generators started to fail because of a lack of fuel (see 
textbox on compound impacts). So, impact thresholds of power outages range from direct to about 
four days. Impact durations ranged from two days up to four weeks.  
 
Cascading impacts via ICT and communications (green lines in Figure 3-6): Power outages directly 
affected ICT and communications. Failure of the ICT and communications sector resulted in a slow-
down of emergency responses for a week, business interruptions for up to a month and failure of 
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flood control structures for a period of two days causing localized flooding, hazards and enhanced 
business disruptions. 
 

 
Figure 3-5 Cascading impacts of power outages as identified in the two break out groups. The orange 
arrows indicate different identified cascades between the two groups. The green and blue cascades 
were identified as the major cascading impacts of power outages. 
 

 
 
 
  

Compound impacts of power outages, port closure and inaccessible roads 
Generally, critical infrastructures like drinking water utilities and waste water treatment 
plants have back-up systems for power outages. These systems consist of generators with fuel 
for about four days. If fuel distribution fails, these back-up systems will fail too resulting in 
additional cascading impacts to multiple other CI and the citizens. This happened during 
Hurricane Irma: 
 
Following mass evacuations caused by Hurricane Irma, a historic demand for gasoline 
resulted in major gas shortages. Before, during and after H. Irma, fuel tankers waiting at sea 
could not enter the Port Everglades in Broward because the hurricane/storm winds forced a 
closure of the port of almost five days. The depleted fuel storage at the Port, which receives 
more than 12.5 million gallons of petroleum products each day, could not be replenished until 
after the closure. After reopening the Port, inland distribution of fuel was still hampered by 
limited access to major port terminals, flooded, or otherwise unavailable, roads (e.g. debris) 
and a lack of authorized/licensed drivers who were at the time still helping Houston to 
recover from H. Harvey. This caused delays in restoring fuel distribution to critical 
infrastructure utilities and the general population and enhanced multiple cascading impacts of 
power outages.  
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Other major cascading impacts, originating from power outages, occur when the drinking water 
supply is disrupted (blue lines in Figure 3-6). Drinking water utilities also have back-up generators 
in case power outages occur. However, failure of the back-up system due to disruptions in fuel 
distribution (see textbox on compound impacts, previous page) can impact citizens, hospitals, the 
airport and the seaport. Hospitals have limited backup generators for power outages, but if the 
drinking water supply fails the hospital can no longer operate as they almost have no back up for 
water. This would require support from the emergency sector to help supply water and/or to 
evacuate patients. 
 

 

    Impact of power outages on citizens 
Power outages of two days up to two weeks affected citizens/residents in multiple ways. For 
children and elderly people, even two days is already difficult because of the heat (without AC). 
Elderly people in a nursery home even passed away because of this. Additionally, being unable 
to check in with family, flushing toilets and dealing with a lack of food, dark homes and 
uncertainty of water quality, water storage in house all cause stress and potentially significant 
physical and mental health issues. 
 
Failing ICT and communication not only hampers checking in with family, it also causes 
uncertainty about whether to evacuate and how to bring back evacuees, leading to separation 
and stress. 
 
Offices and schools were closed for multiple days. This impacts childcare and eldercare support 
for families. People were not able to go to work. Low-income populations are especially 
vulnerable transportation interruptions, either because they might lose their jobs if they don’t 
show up and/or need to be paid for daily survival. After Irma 50% of the small businesses that 
shut down after the storm never reopened. 
 
Even citizens with solar panels were directly impacted by storm damage to the regional 
electrical infrastructure as most homeowners do not have on-site battery storage for back-up. 
These residents participate in net-metering, both contributing to and receiving electricity from 
the regional grid. During power outages and system repairs, these connections have necessary 
been closed as a safety measure. However, new technologies now provide a control switch that 
will allow on-site energy use during daylight hours, which will help to mitigate for this impact. 
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Figure 3-6 Cascading impacts of power outages, results of groups 1 and 2 combined. For description of 
the cascading impact lines see Table 3-3 
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Table 3-3 Major cascading impacts of power outages as visualized in green and blue in Figure 3-6. 
Citizens are not an CI sector and therefore separately described in the text box. 

Impact 
and order 

Threshold (days 
without power) 

Impact description Impact 
duration 

1st   

 

Direct cascading 
impact 

No power means no ICT and no communications 2 Days- 4 
weeks 

2nd  

 

Direct - 1 day?  Emergency response was slowed down.  1 week 

2nd  

 

Direct Businesses were interrupted because of no ICT and 
communications. 

1-4 
weeks 

2nd  

 

? Port was closed during Irma. Initially precautionary 
closure (~two days) with an extended closure of 
another three days during and just after Hurricane 
Irma made landfall in Florida.  

5 days 

2nd  

 

4 days of power 
outages 

Flood control structures were down because own 
communication towers lost power. Regional water 
manager could not communicate to sites controlling 
water levels at gates and pumps. This resulted in 
localized flooding of downtown and other areas and 
associated hazards and cascading impacts:  

2 days 

3rd  

 

~ 4 days Closure /business disruption because of flooding. ~ 3 days 
closed 

3rd  

 

 4 days Closure/ business disruption because of flooding  ~ 3 days 
closed 

1st  

 

4-5 days of outages Disruption of drinking water supply because back-up 
generators failed because they ran out of fuel after 4-
5 days. Disruption of drinking water supply affects 
many sectors 

several 
days 

2nd  

 

After ~5 days Hospitals cannot operate without drinking water 
service.  

 

2nd  

 

After ~ 5 days Disruption of drinking water supply caused closure of 
the port. 

3 days 

2nd  

 

More than 5 days of 
power outages and 
resulting drinking 
water disruption 

The airport depends on water that comes from Fort 
Lauderdale. Prolonged disruption in water service 
can result in temporary airport closure affecting 
citizen and business operations. 
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3.2.3 Critical infrastructure sector - Roads 
 
The Road Event and its Causes 
The failure event of the roads networks was defined during the workshop as ‘lack of access to the 
State Road 7 (US 441) due to flooding and debris on the road’. The road has a service level of 1/100 
years, and thus plays an important role for evacuation of the area in case of an emergency. Two 
breakout groups discussed the vulnerabilities of the road network focusing on identifying the main 
CI failure event, its causes and cascading, indirect effects. 
 
Participants identified the following main causes for road failure during Hurricane Irma:  
 Flooding, resulting from tidal surges and rainfall storms, that saturated soil storage and 

exceeded the capacity of the existing storm water systems; 
 Fallen debris, resulting from hurricane winds, small tornadoes and saturated soils (reduced 

root adherence), that blocked traffic in several locations; 
 Fallen power lines, also resulting from hurricane winds;  
 Malfunctioning of traffic signals, resulting from power outages or misconnections; 
 Multiple car accidents, resulting from critical weather conditions and cascading impacts; 
 
Factors that enhance critical infrastructure vulnerability and potential failure during an event 
include: 
 Pre-condition performance issues, including poor maintenance and inadequate design criteria; 
 Sand exposure on roads, given the proximity to dunes and beaches in several coastal roads, and 

especially the ones at lower elevations; 
 Pre-existing trees in the proximity of roads, important to reduce the urban heating but can 

generate debris as a result of poor trimming and poor tree selection; 
 Saturated road beds are easily damaged by traffic resulting in expensive flood related road 

repairs costs;  
 Forced evacuation orders, that increase tremendously the number of vehicles in the roads, 

exceeding capacity during critical times, including vehicles in inadequate conditions; 
 Dated or inadequate design standards do not represent the actual risks associated with critical 

events. 
 Closure of bridges for traffic, as flood elevations exceeded road elevations in multiple critical 

points, and especially in some canal intersections 
 
Cascading Impacts of Road Failure 
The participants in both Groups 3 and 4 highlighted the importance of the road infrastructure 
during Hurricane Irma and discussed several examples of how other networks and citizens (see 
textbox) were affected because of road failure, such as:  
 flooded roads hindered the evacuation of the barrier island significantly, 
 roads could not be cleared from fallen debris, including power lines (first push), as FPL could 

not access the areas to turn off the electricity and/or confirm it is turned off, in turn leading to a 
significant delay in re-establishing the power supply for the citizens 

 blocked roads (flooded or covered with debris and sand) made it also difficult to re-establish 
the telecom network. 

 emergency services cannot reach the citizens as roads are blocked for days in critical locations, 
including access to hospitals and emergency centers 

This implies that roads have an essential function in all phases of the event, i.e. before the hurricane 
hits (evacuation, emergency measures), during the event (emergency response) and afterwards 
(re-establishing infrastructure, access citizens, repair and recovery). Prevention of disruption in 
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road availability can be considered a key aspect in quick access and reestablishment of essential CI 
services, during and after events. Currently, there is no good overview available to citizens about 
which roads maintain good conditions, and limited guidance to emergency managers in which 
order roads need to be cleared. For the citizens it is often not clear if and how they can access 
hospitals, schools, supermarkets, gas stations and their workplaces. Curfew are usually proposed as 
general/overall solutions due to the lack of specific information available to the residents, limiting 
even more the access to some essential services. 
 
Figure 3-7 and Table 3-4 summarize main cascading impacts of disruption in road availability 
identified in the two break-out groups (for all individual group results see Appendix 6.3). The 
textbox synthesizes the main impacts on citizens. Some main lines of cascading impacts between 
critical infrastructures can be characterized as follows: 
 Green line: Roads can only be cleared if fallen power lines are turned off. However, FPL cannot 

access the areas while roads are not cleared. This resulted in long power outages of up to 4 
weeks and had a major impact on the citizens. It is unclear how many citizens were affected by 
outages longer than 1 week. 

 Orange line: Additional oxygen was supplied by the City of Orlando to aid local water utilities in 
the treatment of wastewater. However, the oxygen could not be transported on the roads. Due 
to the limited treatment, the quality of the surface water was impacted, and citizens got sick. 
This cascade has effect after 1 week, as there was a limited reserve of oxygen in the wastewater 
treatment plant. 

 Blue line: Chlorine was needed for treating drinking water, however the road transport 
between train and treatment facility was not possible. The quality of the drinking water could 
not be guaranteed, and a drinking water advisory was issued to avoid consequences for the 
citizens.  
 

  
 
Figure 3-7 Major cascading impacts because of disruptions in road availability, results of groups 3 and 
4 combined. For description of the cascading impact lines see Table 3-4   
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Table 3-4 Major cascading impacts of disruptions in road availability 

Impact 
and 
order 

Threshold (days 
without road 
access) 

Impact description Impact 
duration 

1st 

 

1 day Cannot inspect and repair electricity grid without road 
access. 

Up to 4 
weeks 

2nd 

 

1 day Cannot clear the roads prior to inspection to ensure 
that power of fallen power lines is turned off 
 
 

Up to 2 
weeks 

1st   

 

1 week Additional oxygen for wastewater treatment, road 
transport from Orlando not possible. 
 
Wastewater treatment plant outage causes water 
quality issues in surface water. Citizens can get sick 
from contaminated surface water. 

2 weeks 
 
 
4 weeks 

1st  

 

2-4 days Flood control structures cannot be reached for control 
purposes as well as refill of diesel-powered electricity 
backup units 

2 weeks 

1st   

 

1 week  Chlorine for drinking water treatment needed, road 
transport between train and treatment facility 
disrupted. The quality of the drinking water could not 
be guaranteed, and a drinking advice was issued to 
avoid consequences for the citizens.   

2 weeks 

1st 

 

1 day Cannot repair telecom network and masts without road 
access 

1 week 

2nd  

 

1 day Telecom essential for port operations and other logistic 
operations 

1 week 

2nd  

 

1 day There is an independent telecommunication network 
for the emergency services, however it has limited 
capacity. Citizens may be unable to reach emergency 
when needed. 

1 week 
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It can be concluded that road accessibility has a significant impact on the resilience of the area 
because it reduces recovery times and produces critical cascading impacts. Therefore, major roads, 
prioritized for evacuation, need to be elevated to keep clear from flood water, as design standards 
need to be updated to reflect current risks and exposure levels. Major access roads, prioritized for 
repair and recovery, need to be cleared as soon as possible after the event. Otherwise the 
disruption of the road infrastructure will lead to major cascading effects to other critical 
infrastructures.  

3.3 Discussion and conclusions  
 
Comparison of workshop results for Electricity sector  
Figure  3-8 shows the CIrcle diagram for Electricity failure (power outages) determined during the 
second (left figure) and the first workshop (right figure). It reveals similarities and differences: 
 
Both diagrams reveal several 1st order cascading impacts of power outages. First order cascades 
identified in both workshops include: 
 Roads: light signals were out because of power outages. Police had to be at intersection of roads 

instead of doing other recovery tasks. Impassible roads (see next section) in turn cause delay in 
restoring power. 

 Drinking water and wastewater services: both sectors use generators with fuel for about 4 days 
as back-up systems. When they run out of fuel the services become disrupted. In the case of 
drinking water this affects the operation of hospitals, ports, the harbor and households/citizen. 
Failure of wastewater utilities may result in contamination of service water and drinking water. 

 Port closure and fuel storage: the disrupted distribution of fuel stored at the closed port were 
identified as a critical factor in the failure of back-up generators at drinking water and 
wastewater facilities and associated second order cascading impacts (see textbox on page 13).  

 
Differences in the CIrcle chart are related to the explicit identification of 1st, 2nd and 3rd order 
cascading impacts during the second workshop. For instance, during the second workshop 
participants identified various 2nd order cascading impacts of disruption in drinking water supply. 
Also, the severe impact on ICT and communications identified during the first workshop got 

    Impact of unavailability of roads on citizens 
Road failures affect residents in multiple ways, before, during and after the event. Before the 
event, emergency preparedness is compromised as the access to essential facilities approaches 
road capacity. Evacuation mandates result in significant demand for the road infrastructure, 
usually overcoming installed capacity. General circulation is strongly compromised before and 
during the event, as well as access to critical facilities, including health providers, emergency 
center, elderly care, food, water and gas. The lack of access to critical facilities is a decisive stress 
factor, causing uncertainty and lack of confidence to the residents, and possible leading to 
serious consequences. In addition, transport to work can be seriously hampered or made 
impossible. Some workers fear lost wages or even termination if unable to find a means to work, 
contributing to additional stress and mental health concerns. The textbox on compound impacts 
further illustrates cascading impacts from unavailability of roads. 
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substantiated during the second workshop by revealing the various 2nd and 3rd order cascading 
impacts to the emergency sector, the industry, the flood control sector and impacts on citizens.  
 

 
Figure  3-8  Comparison of the cascading relationships resulting from failure in the power sector. 
 
Comparison of workshop results for Roads 
Similar conclusion about similarities and differences between the first and second CIrcle workshop 
can be drawn for the road network.  
 
As shown in  
Figure  3-9, during the first workshop (right) several 1st order cascades were identified. The most 
important aspect discussed during the workshop was the importance of the road network for 
transporting fuel to the emergency generators after two to four days of electricity outage. The 
2nd order cascades are however not shown in the graph.  
 
During the second workshop, the importance of the road for drinking water production was 
discussed as a new dependency, as during Hurricane Irma chlorine could not be transported to the 
treatment plant due to flooded roads. The other cascades remained similar during the second 
workshop (i.e. they were observed during Hurricane Irma). The explicit inclusion of the citizens’ 
perspective made it possible to discuss and quantify the effects of cascading effects from road 
infrastructure on citizens.  
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Figure  3-9  Comparison of the cascading relationships resulting from failure in the road network. 
 
Reflection on workshop approach 
A main objective of the CIrcle approach is to bring together stakeholders and operators of various 
critical infrastructure sectors and facilitate an exchange of experiences and knowledge necessary to 
increase awareness and include critical infrastructure in the adaptation planning process.  
 
From a knowledge exchange point of view the workshop approach with two differently designed 
workshops worked well. The first workshop identified the CI sectors that are most impacted by 
flooding and revealed first order cascading impacts. The second workshop enabled verification and 
extension for two major CI sectors, by analyzing 1-3rd order cascading impacts from the electricity 
and roads network. The workshops also raised awareness of the need to explicitly include critical 
infrastructure in future adaptation (master) planning efforts. 
 
For future workshops it is recommended to more explicitly address the impacted area and 
disruption in terms of person days enabling a more quantitative assessment of resilience with and 
without measures. This could be achieved with a third tailored workshop and/or questionnaire 
with elaborated quantitative information on flooding extents and durations and ideally an in 
interactive, 3D CI model application with the hydrodynamics coupled. Currently, such an interactive 
coupling is only possible with the Delft3D modelling suite. 
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4 Climate adaptation and mitigation measures enhancing resilience 

4.1 Existing strategies and measures  
Broward County’s commitment to long-term sustainability includes enhancing community 
resilience and ensuring a viable future for generations to come. As such, Broward County has 
heavily invested in resources to help assess and plan for climate change effects, including mitigating 
impacts to critical infrastructure.  In furtherance of adaptation efforts, Broward has collaborated 
regionally with federal, academic and industry partners in resiliency planning including the US 
Army Corps of Engineers, the US Geological Survey and Deltares. Through these partnerships, the 
County has invested in state of the art hydrologic and hydrodynamic models; regional planning 
tools to better understand the risk and vulnerabilities associated with saltwater intrusion, sea level 
rise, changes in rainfall patterns and storm flooding scenarios, better communication tools to 
explain these potential impacts to the public and decision-makers in a practical and visual way and 
scenario-based studies to evaluate adaptive strategies to mitigate the negative impacts. These 
investments and projects have contributed to the County’s and the Region’s Climate Action Plans.  

Sea Level Rise Impacts 
Broward is facing significant changes in environmental conditions. Since 1980’s, the era when the 
majority of infrastructure was last constructed or updated, sea level has risen several inches. 
Saltwater has intruded inland up to six miles, contaminating drinking water wells in six 
municipalities. Recent droughts have resulted in moderately to extremely dry summers, further 
constraining water resources. At least four months of the year tides rise to over one foot above 
normal, overtopping seawalls and spilling into streets and yards of neighborhoods along the 
Intracoastal Waterway. This inundation and intrusion of saltwater is reducing the drainage capacity 
within the soil as the water table rises and contributes to the corrosion of buried cables and 
reinforcing steel within concrete. Recent seasons have brought more rain than usual to the western 
areas of the county, forcing more water to be actively pumped through canals to drain into the 
ocean. Higher sea levels prevent water from being drained by gravity, increasing the need for 
pumps and their associated energy costs. Acknowledging the observed changes in the urban area 
and the deviation from the original design conditions, Broward County is leading a series of 
resilience initiatives in order to prepare the community to adapt to the new conditions and 
capitalize on redevelopment opportunities. The County has not been deemed legally obligated to 
prepare for these future conditions; however, the public inherently expects local government to 
serve as a regional resource throughout the adaptation process.   

Broward’s Resilience Standards 
The resilience initiatives program began by building a framework for resiliency supportive policy, 
progressed by empowering stakeholders with information and encouraging ownership of resilient 
design decisions across agencies, and is transitioning the County into the implementation phase 
through the development of a set of resiliency standards and strategy for investments. The program 
demonstrates a successful process by which intergovernmental cooperation can be promoted to 
address hazards and future environmental conditions for the benefit of facilitating effective policy 
to increase community resilience. Successes of the program include a more secure water supply, 
guidance for improved drainage design, and collaboration across sectors to address interconnected 
vulnerabilities, and the basis for regional standards for coastal infrastructure. 

Policies include requiring new building projects to follow drainage system designs based on a 
future conditions flood map that considers higher water table elevations caused by sea level rise as 
well as climate-induced increases in design rainfall volumes. Additional onsite drainage wells or 
large storm-water retention basins may also be required to mitigate for sea level rise. The future 
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conditions map series will include an updated 100-year flood elevation map for reference in 
designing finished floor elevations of buildings and other structures with consideration of the 
compounding impacts of sea level rise and rainfall flooding. Separately, coastal flood modeling was 
completed in a collaborative project with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to evaluate seawall 
heights along the Intracoastal, flood risks and economic implications, and recommended resiliency 
standards (minimum seawall and coastal protection infrastructure height) to reduce tidal flooding 
impacts compounded by sea level rise. 

The CIrcle Tool, as emphasized in this report, has been used to assess flood risks under future 
conditions, assess the vulnerability by sector, coupled with risk modeling, evaluate and rank 
severity of exposure, interconnects and priority needs, identify and visualize critical adaptation 
needs and risk reduction benefits, elevate awareness, enhance communications and improve 
planning. Ultimately the analyses aided in prioritizing planning goals and communication needs 
throughout the community. 

Benefits of Collaborative Adaptation Strategies 
The data collected, and analyses performed in previous efforts will continue to be used to 
understand the potential for greater resilience given investment in adaptation. To support 
development of a cohesive regional infrastructure and economic resilience strategy, 
recommendations need to be generated at scales where various collaborations within 
neighborhoods, districts and the region are feasible, where incentives or partnerships are 
necessary to reduce individual sector risk, and where investment in adaptation can be stimulated 
and compound benefits can be yielded from investment across sectors. From these 
recommendations, decision makers can strategize and communicate the return-on-investment of 
adaptation more effectively. Application of the CIrcle tool contributed towards development of 
recommendations for adaptation investment and the overall resilience strategy development goal. 

4.2 An exploration of measures reducing causes and impacts of CI failure 

4.2.1 Introduction  
 
The second workshop developed an in-depth understanding of the cascading impacts of disruptions 
in energy provision and the availability of roads. Additionally, this workshop targeted a first 
exploration of measures to reduce or prevent causes and consequences of these disruptions.  
 
For this purpose, the bow-tie method (see text box) was explained and applied. Both the electricity 
event and the road event, described in the previous section, were analyzed in the break-out groups 
using a bow-tie template and a preformatted evaluation table to identify and qualitatively assess. 
Appendix 6.3 contains the results per break out group. The next two sections present the integrated 
results per group. 
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4.2.2 Exploring measures to reduce causes and consequences of power outages  
Table 4-1 summarizes the combined results of the bow-tie analyses performed by break-out group 
3, focusing on causes, and Group 4, consequences of power outages. Table 4-2 summarizes the 
results of an exploration of measures reducing/preventing causes of outages. The main findings can 
be summarized as follows: 
 
Measures to reduce or even prevent causes 
Several measures were identified both on the power distribution side and end user side to help 
prevent or reduce the number of power outages tied to storms. On the distribution side falling trees 
that snap above ground power lines were identified as the leading cause of outages. To reduce this 
issue, suggestions were to bury lines underground, use of concrete poles instead of wood, better 
tree selection and trimming program around areas with power lines. Regulations on tree placement 
around power lines may also be considered. To address possible failures at substation they should 

Bow-tie Method 
The bow-tie method is a risk evaluation method that finds its origin in the oil and gas industry. 
The method takes its name from the shape of the diagram, which looks like a men’s bowtie. The 
bow-tie diagram visually supports a risk evaluation and management in six steps (see Figure): 
 
1. An identification of hazards (blue box) and high-risk scenarios (red box in figure) 
2. An examination of causes and consequences of a selected high-risk scenario (yellow 

boxes of the bow tie figure) 
3. An identification of measures to control the causes of a risk to happen, i.e. proactive 

adaptation and preparation measures (green boxes on the left side). 
4. An identification of measures to control or mitigate the consequences of a high-risk 

scenario, i.e. reactive recovery and mitigation measures (green boxes on the right side) 
5. An identification of ways in which control measures may fail, i.e. escalation factors 

(orange boxes on left and right side) 
6. An identification of measures to control escalations from happening (green boxes, left 

and right). 
 

 
For more information see e.g. the CGE website or the INTACT wiki and more specifically INTACT 
wiki Tools section 
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be hardened/upgraded, critical equipment should be elevated to reduce damage from flooding, and 
more redundancy in the network would be ideal. 
 
Implementation of these measures varies. In some areas, lines are buried but the high-water table 
may be a concern in certain areas. The cost of digging lines is high and better communication with 
local utilities, such as water/sewer providers, that may be doing replacement of infrastructure in 
areas would help as costs could be split. The local utility, FPL, does pay for trimming of trees near 
power lines but could possibly provide incentives to residents to independently maintain their own 
properties. FPL is evaluating its own system to prioritize improvement to substations and 
transmission system over time. Broward County passed a formal ordinance in May 2018 that 
addresses the requirements to trim or remove trees near power lines in Broward’s unincorporated 
areas. Other municipalities can adopt the County’s model ordinance but are not required to. There 
is some conflict with this ordinance as there is a push to also increase the tree canopy in general 
and funding for the removal of trees.  
 
Measures to mitigate consequences 
Mitigation for power loss at the end user via backup power supplies (generators) is also necessary 
and helps with interruption but is often a short-term solution dependent on fuel storage capacity.  
Most critical infrastructure mandates backup generators such as hospitals, government centers, 
telecommunications systems, and gas stations.  Residents in many cases also use generators to 
guard against long term power loss.  In all cases the length of time the generators can be used 
depends on the fuel storage capacity of the user and the ability for fuel stations to function so more 
fuel can be obtained for extended use.  The traffic system also depends on power for traffic signals 
and a multiprong approach is and should be continued to be expanded that includes use of back-up 
generators for major intersections, public traffic education for other lesser intersections, and 
possible use of solar traffic signals during the busier daytime hours. Municipal aid for the general 
population to lessen the stress and discomfort post storm in the form of cooling stations, food and 
ice distribution centers, temporary mobile telecommunications centers/antennas, and mobile 
clinics are also highly recommended and used post storm.  
 
As mentioned, many facilities that are critical are required to have backup generators but their fuel 
supplies to power the generators may be limited and could be expanded to allow for longer runs 
between refueling. Other less critical facilities should also be encouraged to have back-up power 
supplies to ease the burden through the community. In additional to the traditional fuel powered 
backup systems, renewable solar power-based systems should also be expanded.  The Broward 
County Emergency Operations Center pools the other portable municipal services and distributes 
accordingly based on need post storm. Some resources are stored inhouse, but additional resources 
are usually obtained from neighboring communities that may not have an immediate need which 
the County then reciprocates. 
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Table 4-1   Combined transcript of the text in the bow tie figure of groups 1 and 2 – Electricity 
Hazard Causes Prevention Event Mitigation Consequenc

es 
 
 
 
 
High wind 
event 
 
 
 
 
 
Overdue 
maintenance 
Flooding 
 
 
Large 
temperature 
flux 
 
 
Disruption of 
supply chain 

Falling trees  burry power lines 
 better tree selection 
 harden (concrete) poles 
 consideration of regulation 

placement trees and power lines 
 education to public awareness, 

participation in tree trim and tree 
selection 

 financial relief costs of tree trim 
(incentive) 

Electricity 
Event: 

Power 
outages 

 harden electrical system and 
generator at the water 
treatment facilities 

 increase fuel storage 
 interlocal agreements for 

water / wastewater with 
surrounding communities 

lost water 
supply 

Failure of 
substation 
(any 
component) 

 Hardening / upgrade 
 Elevate 
 Build redundancy or overlap 

(smart) 

 increase backup generators 
for lift stations 

 storage for cryogenic oxygen 
 increase reliance on pipeline 

gasoline 

no 
wastewater 
service 

Fuel 
shortage for 
power 
generation 

  cooling stations 
 solar panels 
 ice distribution 
 public communication 
 food distribution 
 mobile antennas for 

communication 
 mobile clinics 

citizens 
without 
power 

   traffic education 
 solar traffic signals 
 signals non-electrical 

roadways 

Escalation 
factor: 
failure of 
redundant 
features 

Renewable energy by: 
 utility (local as backup),  
 public (batteries),  
 federal incentives and state 

legislation 

 …. 
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Table 4-2 Measures identified to reduce causes of power outages 
Measure Cost Benefits Remarks Implemented 
Bury power 
lines 

$$$ Reduce power outage 
due to fallen trees 

Expensive by itself but 
coordination with other 
utilities may reduce costs 
when paired with other 
projects 

No 

Use of concrete 
poles vs wood 
for 
transmission 
lines 

$ Higher strength from 
high winds/less 
breaks 

New construction and 
regular maintenance use 
concrete vs older wood 

Yes 

Regulation for 
trees near 
power lines 

$ Requiring regular 
maintenance or 
removal of trees in 
proximity of power 
lines 

Model ordinance enacted 
by Broward County but 
only applicable to small 
portion of unincorporated 
county 

Yes 

Hardened or 
raised 
substation 
equipment 

$$ To reduce outages 
due to flooding 

Can be costly and needs 
vary by location/station 

? 

Network 
redundancy 

$$$ Allow network to 
absorb compromised 
substations/infrastru
cture 

Can be costly and may not 
help if damage is 
widespread 

? 

 

4.2.3 Exploring measures to reduce causes and consequences of unavailability of roads  
 
Table 4-4 summarizes the combined results of the bow-tie analyses performed by break-out Group 
3, focusing on causes, and Group 4, consequences of road availability interruptions.  
Table 4-3 summarizes the results of an exploration of measures reducing/preventing causes of road 
unavailability during flood events. The main findings can be summarized as follows: 
 
Measures to reduce or even prevent causes 
 Several measures were identified to prevent the causes of road infrastructure interruptions. 

About potential disruptions due to natural hazards, proper design of roads as well as a 
prioritization by criticality was discussed. The latter refers to the fact that the focus needs to be 
put on the most critical roads in the system, such as national highways, access routes to 
economic areas as well as roads to reach critical infrastructures. With a proper design, also in 
terms of the elevation level, damages can be prevented.   

 During the discussion it became clear, that several points raised are already implemented. For 
example, highways already have a design elevation above the 1/100 flood levels as they are 
required for evacuation. However, the highways are not accessible as the access roads are much 
lower and are easily flooded. Particularly road accidents during the evacuation phase can be 
prevented by reducing the speed on the highway and closing it for trucks.  
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Measures to mitigate consequences 
 In a similar way, measures were discussed to mitigate the consequences. For example, blockage 

of important access roads to critical infrastructure such as hospitals can be mitigated by adding 
emergency pump capacity. Also, transport by helicopter or vehicles from the national guard 
could mitigate the consequences of not having access to the hospital.  

 As escalation factors, measures such as boats for evacuation of blocked areas, movable 
emergency generators to power pumps as well as intergovernmental agreements for aid and 
technical support were discussed. It could be seen during the discussion, that the 
implementation level of such mitigation measures is currently very low, as experienced during 
Hurricane Irma. However, it was also articulated that they could be implemented relatively 
easily as part of improvements in disaster response as soon as the most critical infrastructures 
in the county are identified and, if necessary, prioritized. 

 
Table 4-3 Results of a preliminary evaluation of measures to prevent disruptions in the availability of 
roads.  

Measure Cost Benefits Remarks Implemented 
Asset 
Management 

$ Optimization of 
resources 

Coordination required 
between water authority 
and transportation 

Yes 

Accident 
prevention 

$ Ensure availability of 
critical roads 

Combination of technical 
and constructive measures 

Yes 

Raising roads 
and improved 
drainage 
features 

$$$ Reduced / no 
damages in case of 
flooding, immediate 
availability when 
water is gone 

Can be done during 
construction and 
maintenance projects 
Increase of noise problem 
 

Ongoing and site 
specific  
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Table 4-4 Combined transcript of the text in the bow tie figure of groups 3 and 4- Roads: 
Hazard Causes Prevention Event Mitigation Consequences 
climate change 
 
 
 
 
 
 
loss of taxes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
accidents 
 
 
 
 
maintenance 
low elevation 

 sea level rise 
 less storage capacity 
 tornado 
 large rainfall 
 salinity structures 

 identify / prioritize 
roads by criticality 

Road 
event: 
road is 

flooded and 
there is 

debris on 
the road 

 

temporary pumps after 
tide goes down 
pump at S-9 to alleviate 
western communities 
transfer patients by 
helicopter, national 
guards, high vehicles 

access to hospital blocked, 
no power 

 declining tax base as 
property values go 
down 

 loss of money, 
economic recession 

 emergency generators no access to commercial 
facilities, banks and 
nursing homes 

 accidents 
 train crash 
 overturned trucks 

on the highway 

 reduce traffic speed 
 appropriate proactive 

measures 
 autonomous vehicles 
 driver education and 

surveillance 

supply bottled water no access to Fort 
Lauderdale treatment 
plant and garbage disposal 
site 

 old infrastructure 
causes bridge to 
collapse 

 storm drains are 
clogged due to lack 
of maintenance 

 debris in canal 
 bus drove in canal 

 preventive 
maintenance 

 proactive maintenance 
 design standards today 

may be different 
 asset management 

re-route traffic east-west traffic blocked 

 proper design of roadways   
  send messages (social 

media) 
escalation factor: use boats 
to evacuate, shelter in 
place, emergency 
generators, inter-
governmental agreements 
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4.3  Discussion and conclusion  
A first exploration of measures to reduce the causes and impacts of CI failure was carried out with 
all stakeholders in a collaborative way. The results show that the combined expertise about the 
causes of CI failure during recent events can lead to innovative and cross-sectoral solutions. 
Moreover, the collaborative process ensures that the identified solutions are accepted by all sectors, 
and that in this way additional agreements can be made for example about permit procedures and 
financing when multiple public departments are involved. The latter may significantly foster 
adaptation efforts in coastal communities. 
 
Finally, it is important to note that the measures listed above are not final solutions. Instead, in this 
project we demonstrated that cross-sectoral collaboration and stakeholder involvement can be an 
innovative way to jointly develop such solutions. 
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5 Future use and development of the CIrcle approach  
 
The last session of the second workshop was devoted to a plenary discussion addressing the 
question: Would you be interested to use the CIrcle tool and if so, how would you like to use it and 
what do you need to make it happen? 
 
The discussion was kickstarted with a Kahoot poll: Would you be interested to use the CIrcle tool? 
Most of the participants (84%), who could attend until the end of the workshop day, indicated that 
they are interested to use the tool (Figure 5-1). The outcome of the poll was followed by a 
discussion on:  
 
 Perceived benefits of using the tool 
 Potential barriers for using the tool 
 Envisaged future developments and applications 
 
The next three paragraph provide a concise summary of the discussion. Figure 5-2 captures the 
notes taken on a white board during the discussion. 
 

 
Figure 5-1 Online poll on the interest among participants to use the CIrcle approach within their own 
organization. Red = very interested (26%, 5 participants), Blue = interested (58%, 11 participants). 
Orange=neutral, need more info (11%, 2 participants), green=not interested (5 %, 1participants). Not 
all 30+ participants could stay until the very end of the workshop day. 
 
The CIrcle tools and its application in Broward County has demonstrated the value of incorporating 
and exchanging knowledge and expertise of the stakeholder community in understanding complex 
interactions of various sectors for evaluating implications of a major stress or shock on the system. 
It supports decision makers and planners to understand the complexity of the system graphically 
and appreciate the key interactions and threats to various components of critical infrastructure. In 
that sense, it is an excellent tool and an effective means for adaptation planning. The participants of 
the workshop agreed that the research project has demonstrated the potential use of CIrcle in many 
situations.  
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Figure 5-2  White board capture of the discussion on future use and development of the CIrcle 
approach 
 
There are several ways that the CIrcle tool should be further improved and used in practical 
applications:  
 
First, more stakeholder communities should be stimulated to further inventory and understand 
relations between critical infrastructures. Such an inventory should be actively used for Emergency 
Operations Centers (EOCs) prior to and/or during a real emergency, such as a tropical storm or 
hurricane. The EOCs staff should be trained on the tool during exercises that are typically 
conducted in South Florida prior to say, hurricane season.  
 
The CIrcle tool should be used for resiliency planning. It supports the identification and 
understanding of the cross-sector interactions that should be considered in the planning and 
development of resilient infrastructure. However, the tools itself will need further improvement to 
quantify the interactions in economic terms such that the overall implications can be expressed 
more meaningfully to decision makers. For example, a comparison of the magnitudes of damage 
implications to roadways versus building can be very informative in adaptation and mitigation 
planning, as was demonstrated for a project in Miami-Dade County (Bouwer et al, 20182). Cross-
sector quantification of interactions among the critical infrastructure is also useful for optimizing 
resiliency plans  
 
Finally, it is important to include more hazard types in the CIrcle tool and analyses of 
infrastructures; currently the tool is tailored to flood hazards. The application in the CIFRe project 
has shown that hurricane related CI disruptions are also related to wind-induced, storm, damages 
as well as secondary effects such as beach erosion. Future developments should focus on additional 
functionality of the CIrcle tool to better address concurrent hazards. Additionally, is recommended 
to better capture the different orders of cascading impacts in the Circle graphic and allow for 
multiple display options while using the tool and analyzing the results. 

                                                           
2 Bouwer, L, Haasnoot, M, Wagenaar, D., Roscoe K. Assessment of alternative flood mitigation 
strategies for the C-7 Basin in Miami, Florida. Deltares report prepared for SFWMD 
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6 Appendices 
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6.1 Workshop programs and list of participating organizations  
 
Workshop 1  
Critical Infrastructure and Future Flood Resilience (CIFRe) in South Florida 
January 27, 2017 
Broward County Government Center, Room 302  
115 S. Andrews Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL  33301 
 
Workshop Program 
9:00     Morning Refreshments – Meet and Greet  
9:30 Introduction CIFRe and Broward (Jennifer Jurado, Broward) 

 Welcome  
 Overview and context 
 Goals of works 
 Participants 

10:00 Critical infrastructures and steps Workshop (Andreas Burzel and Micheline Hounjet, 
Deltares) 
 Review of critical infrastructure networks  
 Importance of cascading effects 
 Global examples 
 Workshop steps 

11:00 Case area introduction (Andreas Burzel and Micheline Hounjet) 
 Presentation of Local Quickscan - critical infrastructure networks and objects  
 Presentation of flood scenario we are using for the case 
 Explanation of after lunch activities 

12:00  Lunch Break 
13:30 Study area mapping exercise – break out (Andreas Burzel, Micheline Hounjet) 

 Gap and priority infrastructure analyses  
 Identification of resiliency features 
 Summary of resiliency measures  

14:30 CIrcle knowledge sharing – break out (Andreas Burzel, Micheline Hounjet) 
 Discussion of CIrcle table: vulnerabilities, thresholds, relations and cascades 
 Share knowledge and experiences 
 Use of impact scoring functionality in CIrcle of each relation or cascade 

15:30 Summary (Andreas Burzel, Micheline Hounjet) 
 Group report back - comparisons and differences 
 Which relations and cascades are indicated as a high impact?  
 Is this comparable to what happened in previous events? 
 Is there consensus around findings? 

16:00 Ending of workshop (Jennifer Jurado) 
 How are workshop results to be used in study? 
 Introduction to 2nd workshop 
 Concluding remarks 
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Participating organizations 
26 stakeholders participated at the first CIFRe workshop, which came from the following 13 
organizations: 
 BellSouth Telecommunications 
 Broward County 
 Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization 
 City of Fort Lauderdale 
 City of Hollywood 
 CSX Freight Rail 
 Dania Beach 
 Florida Department of Health 
 Florida Department of Transportation 
 Florida Power and Light 
 Hallandale Beach 
 South Florida Regional Transportation Authority 
 South Florida Water Management District 
 
Workshop 2 - Critical Infrastructure and Future Flood Risk Final Workshop 
Friday May 18, 2018 
Broward County Government Center, Room 302  
115 S. Andrews Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL  33301 
 
Workshop Program 

8:30 Registration 

9:00 Welcome and Introductions 

9:30 Getting Started - Workshop Goals and Background 
Dr. Jennifer Jurado, Director and Chief Resilience Officer, Environmental Planning 
and Community Resilience Division, Broward County 

10:00 Session 1 – Circle Approach and Broward Application 
Andreas Burzel, MSc. Engineer/Researcher, Deltares 
Dr. Carolina Maran, Water Resources Manager, Environmental Planning and 
Community Resilience Division, Broward County 

10:45 Coffee 
11:00 Session 2 – Citizen Perspectives during Hurricane Irma 

Andreas Burzel, MSc. Engineer/Researcher, Deltares 
12:15 Lunch 
13:00 Session 3 – Measures to Reduce Critical Infrastructure Failure and Increase 

Resilience 
Dr. Claire Jeuken, Sr. Consultant/Researcher, Deltares USA 
Dr. Jayantha Obeysekera, Research Professor and Director of the Sea Level Solutions 
Center, Florida International University  
Dr. Samantha Danchuk, Assistant Director, Environmental Planning and Community 
Resilience Division, Broward County 

14:30 Break 
14:40 Session 4 – Future Use and Development of Circle Tool and Approach 

Dr. Jayantha Obeysekera, Research Professor and Director of the Sea Level Solutions 
Center, Florida International University  
Dr. Claire Jeuken, Sr. Consultant/Researcher, Deltares USA 
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15:30 Wrap up 
Dr. Jennifer Jurado, Director and Chief Resilience Officer, Environmental Planning 
and Community Resilience Division, Broward County 
Dr. Jayantha Obeysekera, Research Professor and Director of the Sea Level Solutions 
Center, Florida International University 

15:45 Evaluation 
 
Participating organizations in the final workshop 
33 stakeholders participated in the second and final workshop. They represented the following 18 
organizations: 
 AECOM 
 Broward County 
 Coconut Creek 
 Cooper City 
 Coral Springs 
 FAU-CES /Bellsouth 
 Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
 Florida International University 
 Fort Lauderdale 
 Hallandale Beach 
 Hazen and Sawyer (TAC member) 
 Hollywood 
 Nova Consulting (TAC member) 
 Oakland Park 
 Palm Beach County 
 Plantation 
 South Florida Management District 
 South Florida Regional Planning Council 
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6.2 Questionnaire – Critical Infrastructure & future flood resilience in South 
Florida 

Introduction 
During the first CIrcle workshop, the stakeholders identified the most critical infrastructure (CI) for 
South Florida, specifically Broward County and they later discussed the interdependencies among 
them. The cascading impacts of non-functioning or failure of one CI during any flood event on 
another CI were also discussed. The stakeholders analyzed the severity of the impacts, represented 
by four different colors in the CIrcle visualisation, ranging from severe impact (Red color), 
significant impact (Orange color), minor impact (Yellow color) and minimal impact (Green color). 
The objective of this session is to analyse the current resilience status of CI and discuss how the 
resilience of the Broward County can be increased.  
 
With this questionnaire, we aim to gain more insight on the information collected during the first 
CIrcle workshop with the stakeholders. Further, the questions are designed to learn from you about 
the preventive measures that are implemented or are under planning, and the performances of the 
systems in the past flood events. Lastly, we would like to know your vision on strengthening the 
resilience of the critical infrastructure networks of Broward County. 
 

 

Questions 
1. Please choose the sectors that you represent from the following list. 
 Emergency services 
 Healthcare and Public Health 
 Citizens 
 Communications and IT 
 Electricity 
 Financial Services 
 Storm Water System 
 Drinking water 
 Wastewater 
 Main Roads and Tunnels 
 Railroad 
 Airport 
 Port and fuel storage 
 Industrial Facilities 
 Commercial Facilities 
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 Tourism 
 Environmental sector 
 Planning sector 
 Private sector 
 Other:  

NEXT 
 

2. Port and fuel storage 
It was identified that, should the seaport and fuel storage areas be affected or not reachable due to 
flooding, the potential exists for severe cascading impacts on other critical infrastructure, such as 
wastewater, storm water and potable water systems, health care facilities, and emergency services. 
The primary reason for the cascading impacts originating from the seaport was found to be the 
inability to transport fuel to other critical networks. 
 
a. Do you represent Port and Fuel Storage sector?  
 Yes 
 No 

Interrelations between port and fuel storage and other networks 

 

b. Recalling recent flood events affecting fuel storage facilities, were there changes in 
strategies regarding the supply chain or storage of fuel? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures have been taken and if your answer is 'No', 
what measures could be possibly taken in the section 'Other'. 

 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know 

 Other:  
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c. Have any measures been taken to increase the accessibility of the port? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures have been taken and if your answer is 'No', 
what measures could be possibly taken in the section 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

d. Have any measures been taken to prevent the flooding of the port? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures have been taken and if your answer is 'No', 
what measures could be possibly taken in the section 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
SUBMIT 

3. Electricity network 
When there is a disruption in the electrical grid, it has immediate and acute cascading impacts on 
other critical infrastructure and systems. With this knowledge, many critical infrastructure 
networks and facilities have been improved to include back-up power supplies, as either temporary 
or fully redundant systems.  
 
a. Do you represent electricity network?  

 Yes 
 No 
 
Interrelations between electricity network and other networks 
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b. Is the duration to recover from the electricity outage usually known for an event? 

 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know 

 
c. If the duration of outage is known, is this information communicated with other 

dependent CI networks? 

 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

d. When does the electricity network operator communicate with other CI network 
operators? 

 Before the outage (when the outage is expected so that other networks can take preventive 
measures) 

 During the outage (mentioning probable duration of outage) 
 After resolving the outage (for feedback) 

 
e. When the electricity outage is communicated to the citizens, do they take any 

preparedness measures? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures do the citizens take. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

f. In the CIrcle workshop it was indicated that most dependent CI networks have 
back-up systems. Are there additional back-up systems planned or back-up systems 
improved? 

Please explain your answer in the option 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

g. Is there any support (e.g. in the form of compensation, services) for other CI 
networks for alternatives during electricity outage? 
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If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what are the supports provided and if your answer is 'No', 
what support could be provided, in the section 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

h. In the workshop it was mentioned that efforts have been made to integrate back up 
power for wastewater lift stations. However, these improvements many not have 
been consistently employed. Do you think adding more back-up systems to the lift 
stations will improve the network performance? 

If your answer is yes, please share your detail view in the option 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

i. What is the primary vulnerability to the wastewater collection, conveyance, and 
treatment system if there is no continuity of energy supply? 

Your answer 

 

 

j. Have any measures been taken to prevent the electricity transformers from 
flooding to prevent the electricity outage? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures have been taken and if your answer is 'No', 
what measures could be possibly taken in the section 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
SUBMIT 

4. Communications and IT 
Many communications and IT facilities are vulnerable to severe impacts in the case of a power 
outage. From the CIrcle workshop, it was identified that drinking water has its own communication 
facilities within the district. On the other hand, airport has triple redundancy, preventing its failure. 
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However, in case of disruption of these, the impacts on them would be minor. Communications and 
IT is vital today for proper functioning of all critical infrastructures.  
 
a. Do you represent Communications and IT sector?  

 Yes 
 No 
Interrelations between communications and IT and other networks 

 

b. Can you think of additional cascading effects on other CI networks in case the 
communication network fails? 

Please provide more details on the network that you think will be impacted the most (in the option 
'Other'). 
 Emergency Services 
 Healthcare and Public Health 
 Citizens 
 Financial Services 
 Storm Water System 
 Waste water 
 Main roads and tunnels 
 Railroad 
 Port and fuel storage 
 Industrial facilities 
 Commercial facilities 
 Tourism 

 Other:  
SUBMIT 

5. Drinking water supply 
If potable water systems are impacted, there could be severe impacts on health care facilities, the 
hospitality sector, and citizens. The most likely sources of impact are mobilization of contaminants 
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and pollutants affecting wellfields and waterways and/or microbial pollution resulting from 
insufficient treatment.  
 
a. Do you represent drinking water supply sector?  

 Yes 
 No 

Interrelations between drinking water supply and other networks 

 

b. Have any measures been taken to prevent the insufficient treatment of drinking 
water during the time of emergency? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures have been taken and if your answer is 'No', 
what measures could be possibly taken in the section 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

c. It was mentioned that certain health care facilities could be severely impacted if 
water supplies were compromised, such as those relying upon consistent water 
supplies for specialized treatment systems (e.g., deionized water). Are there 
effective provisions for alternate sources under such circumstances? 

Your answer 

 

SUBMIT 
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6. Citizens 
The category identified to suffer the most sever cascading impacts was the local citizenry. The 
major impacts are seen to be from the failure or inaccessibility of industries, airport, main road and 
tunnels and emergency services in some way. In the workshop, it was also mentioned that the 
accesses to commercial areas are affected and the citizens cannot take care of their families.  
 
a. Do you represent the citizens of Broward County? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
b. Have any preventive/ alternative measures been taken for the main road and 

tunnel from flooding to facilitate the mobility of people? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what measures have been taken and if your answer is 'No', 
what measures could be possibly taken in the section 'Other'. 
 
c. How fast were the emergency services to support people in case of emergency 

during the recent flood events? 

Very fast Fast Slow Very slow Not available 
Response 
Rescue 
Medical treatment 
Response 
Rescue 
Medical treatment 
 
d. Should there be any improvements in the emergency services for them to function 

better? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what must be improved. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

e. Are there reliable alternatives for drinking water supply for citizens? 

If your answer is 'Yes', please mention what are those alternatives and if your answer is 'No', what 
could be possible alternatives, in the section 'Other'. 
 Yes 
 No 
 I don't know. 

 Other:  
 

SUBMIT 
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7. Airport 
The airport is identified as crucial infrastructure supporting tourism and commerce, generating a 
critical source of revenue for the region. However, the airport is also low-lying and prone to 
flooding, especially with sea level rise. If the frequency and severity of flooding were to increase, 
travelers may opt for more reliant services at neighboring airports, with cascading impacts for 
seaport travel and the hospitality sector, with rippling economic consequences within the County. 
From the CIrcle workshop, we know that some stormwater and flood management measures have 
already been undertaken. 
 
a. Do you represent the airport sector? 

 Yes 
 No 
Interrelations between airport and other networks 

 

b. One of the runways has already been raised above the 100 year flood level (as per 
FEMA guideline). Are there additional plans to protect the airport from flooding in 
the future? 

Your answer 

 

c. The airport can get affected by power and communication outages but has back-up 
systems for this. How long do these back-up systems work? 

 1 day 
 days 
 days 
 1 week 
 More than 1 week 
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SUBMIT 

8. Qualities of a resilient system 
“A Resilient City is one that has developed capacities to help absorb future shocks and stresses to its 
social, economic, and technical systems and infrastructures so as to still be able to maintain 
essentially the same functions, structures, systems, and identity.” - ResilientCity.org 
With this section of the questionnaire, we aim to receive your views on the existing strong resilient 
qualities of the networks. Further, we would like to know which of those qualities need more 
emphasis to improve in the future. 
 
Robust: A system is robust when it 
 can withstand impacts of hazard events without significant damage or loss of function with 

well-planned, constructed and managed physical assets 
 anticipates potential failure in systems, making provision to ensure that failure is predictable, 

safe and not disproportionate to the cause 
 avoids over reliance on single asset, cascading failure and design thresholds that might lead to 

catastrophic collapse if exceeded. E.g. protective walls are designed to protect flooding of the 
electrical transformer, water proof machinery in the industry, planned alternative route for 
roads 

Redundant: A redundant system refers to 
 Spare capacity/ back-up system- to accommodate disruption, extreme pressure or surges in 

demand 
 Includes diversity- presence of multiple ways to achieve a given need or fulfill a function. E.g. 

distributed electricity networks and alternate fuel storage 
Flexible: A flexible system 
 Can change, evolve and adapt in response to changing circumstances 
 Can be achieved through the introduction of new knowledge and technologies E.g. there is 

possibility to update the system to the latest technology without having to change a lot. 
 

a. Which resilient quality do you think is currently the strongest for each of the 
networks? 

Robust   Redundant Flexible 
 Emergency services 
 Healthcare and Public Health 
 Communications and IT 
 Electricity 
 Financial Services 
 Storm Water System 
 Drinking water 
 Wastewater 
 Main Roads and Tunnels 
 Railroad 
 Airport 
 Port and fuel storage 
 Industrial facilities 
 Commercial facilities 
 Emergency services 
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 Healthcare and Public Health 
 Communications and IT 
 Electricity 
 Financial Services 
 Storm Water System 
 Drinking water 
 Wastewater 
 Main Roads and Tunnels 
 Railroad 
 Airport 
 Port and fuel storage 
 Industrial facilities 
 Commercial facilities 
 
b. Which resilient quality do you think must be emphasized for each of the networks 

in the next 5 years? 

Robust   Redundant Flexible 
 Emergency services 
 Healthcare and Public Health 
 Communications and IT 
 Electricity 
 Financial Services 
 Storm Water System 
 Drinking water 
 Wastewater 
 Main Roads and Tunnels 
 Railroad 
 Airport 
 Port and fuel storage 
 Industrial facilities 
 Commercial facilities 
 Emergency services 
 Healthcare and Public Health 
 Communications and IT 
 Electricity 
 Financial Services 
 Storm Water System 
 Drinking water 
 Wastewater 
 Main Roads and Tunnels 
 Railroad 
 Airport 
 Port and fuel storage 
 Industrial facilities 
 Commercial facilities 
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6.3 Results of the break outs during final workshop 

6.3.1 CIrcle and Measures sessions - Electricity - Group 1  
 

 
Capture of identified cascades (blue dots) and voting (green dots) of most important cascades 
following the discussion on impacts 

Capture of impact summary, checking the three flips with notes 
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Capture of supporting notes of the impacts discussion (flip 1). Storyline captured: 
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Capture of supporting notes of the impacts discussion (flip 2). Storyline captured: 
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Capture of supporting notes of the impacts discussion (flip 3). Storyline captured: 
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Table on Cascading impacts of power outages identified in break out group 1. Transcript of notes in 
CIrcle table and from flips. 
 

CI category CIrcle  
 

Table & notes flips 

Threshold Description of impacts  Duration  

 

Emergency 
services 

  More people out of power than was 
expected (Irma).  
 
Hard to have enough access to 
resources and staff (even though 
communities share recovery 
trucks) when there are storms 
before and after, creates a shortage 
and exhausted crews. A second 
impact (storm) was expected after, 
and some crews were still in 
Houston due to Harvey. 
 
Police had to be at intersections of 
roads because light signals were 
out, instead of doing other recovery 
tasks. 2 weeks 
 
A community south of Lake 
Okeechobee was evacuated to Palm 
Beach County 
 
All University students were 
evacuated, especially hard for 
foreign/non-local students.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 weeks 

 

Health care 
and public 
health 

  Without water hospitals cannot 
operate. 

 

 

Citizens   Residents lost power for 2 days to 
two weeks (range). For kids and 
elderly people, even 2 days is 
already difficult. Heat, water 
quality, lack of food, unable to flush 
toilets without water, unable to 
check in with family without 
phones, dark homes = all causes 
stress and potentially significant 
physical and mental health issues. 
 
Impacted by no IT and 
communications. Evacuated or not. 
Stress, separation health issues 

2 days- 2 
weeks 
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Offices, schools closed =  
1) impacts childcare & eldercare 

support for families 
2) low income populations 

especially vulnerable to not 
having access to work, may lose 
their job if they don’t show up, 
or need to be paid daily for 
survival. 

3) 50% of small businesses that 
shut down after the storm 
NEVER reopen.  

 
Even citizens with solar panels 
were out of power after the storm, 
because many people do not have 
battery storage and thus are tied to 
the grid. 
 
No drinking water; water storage in 
house 
 
How to bring back evacuees? City 
staff 3 days Residents 5 days  
 
Airport: fencing failed due to 
debris, no power due to overhead 
lines, so offices shut down. 

 

Communica
tions and IT 

  No power, no IT and no 
communications 
 
Businesses were interrupted more 
than 1 week 
 
Flood Control Infrastructure down 
2 days 
 
Emergency response was slowed 
for 1 week 
 
Local governments needed to give 
citizens information like a boil 
water alert and details on garbage 
pick-up. 
 
Port closed 3 days. 

 
 
 
> 1 wk 
 
2 days 
 
 
1 week 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 days 

 

Electricity     
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Financial 
services 

    

 

Storm water 
system 

 Storm water 
pump station. 
4 days of 
outage 

Own communication towers lost 
power. Regional water manager 
could not communicate to sites 
controlling water levels at gates 
and pumps. This resulted in 
flooding of downtown and other 
areas, affecting commercial and 
businesses 

 

 

Drinking 
water 

 Fiveash water 
treatment 
plant. 4-5 days 

4-5 days of fuel for back-up 
systems. Once out of fuel, no power 
resulting in disruption of drinking 
water supply. 

 

 

Wastewater  wastewater 
plant. 4-5 
days. 

Utility used generators. Not enough 
generators for all sites, so crews 
had to rotate them for 4 days. 
Drinking water could have been 
impacted. Once out of fuel, plant out 
of power.  
 

 

 

Main roads 
and tunnels 

 Direct, no 
threshold? 

Disruption of traffic lights. Police 
had to be at intersections for three 
weeks, instead of doing other 
recovery work. 
 
Evacuation routes. Coordinated fire 
and police response 
 
Other disruptions of roads due to 
fallen trees. 

 

 

Railroad   If roads are not available chlorine 
for disinfection of water cannot be 
distributed, affects public health 

 

 

Airport   Water supply disruption Airport 
closed. Air traffic disruption 

 

 

Port and 
Fuel storage 

  Disruption of drinking water supply 
to port. Port closed for 3 days. 

3 days 

 

Industrial 
facilities.  

  Impacted by no IT and 
communications: No 
communication between cloud and 
server. Work disrupted for one 
month. 
 
Flooding of down town 

Up to one 
month 
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Commercial 
facilities 

 ~4 days of 
outages 

Flooding of down town and other 
areas. 

 

 

Tourism  Water supply 
to port 

Disruption of water supply to cruise 
ships. Ships cannot bunker drinking 
water. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Bowtie analysis of the causes of power outages and how to reduce or prevent power outages resulting 
from these causes. The top three causes (voted from CIrcle session) were discussed. The green dots 
indicate the measures that are (being) implemented. The degree of implementation is indicated by 
coloring part of the dot (e.g. 25%, 50%.). 
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Transcript of the text in the bow tie figure of group 1: 
Hazard Causes Prevention Event Mitigation Consequences 
high wind 
event 

falling trees  burry power lines 
 better tree selection 
 harden (concrete) poles 
 consideration of regulation 

placement trees and power lines 
 education to public awareness, 

participation in tree trim and 
tree selection 

 financial relief costs of tree trim 
(incentive) 

Power 
outages 
 

  

overdue 
maintenance 

failure of 
substation (any 
component) 

 Hardening / upgrade 
 Elevate 
 Build redundancy or overlap 

(smart) 

  

large 
temperature 
flux 

fuel shortage 
for power 
generation 

   

     
disruption of 
supply chain 

Escalation 
factor: failure 
of redundant 
features 

Renewable energy by: 
 utility (local as backup),  
 public (batteries),  
 federal incentives and state 

legislation 
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Table - Evaluating some measures that are not yet implemented 
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Photo impressions of the break out and plenary presentation 
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6.3.2 CIrcle and measures sessions - Electricity - Group 2  
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Transcript of text in flips of break-out group 2 Electricity 
CI category CIrcle  

 
Table  

Threshold Description of impacts  Duration  

 

Emergency 
services 

Fuel depot fire 
stations. 
Need to use 
generators 

   

 

Health care 
and public 
health 

Hospitals 
affected by 
water and storm 
water loss 
(transporting 
patients) as well 
as direct power 
loss. 

 Hospitals have limited back up 
power from generators but almost 
no back up water. 

 

 

Citizens People lose AC 
 health issues 

 No power for 2 days – 2 weeks  
heat, water quality, food, health, 
toilets, lack of communications, 
stress 

2 days- 2 
weeks 

 

Communica
tions and IT 

  Business interruptions 
Infrastructure flood control 
Emergency response 

>1 week 
2 days 
1 week 

 

Electricity     

 

Financial 
services 

ATMS not 
operating 

   

 

Storm water 
system 

  Localized flooding on roads, hazard  

 

Drinking 
water 

  Boil water, public health 3-5 days 

 

Wastewater WWTP – 3-4 d 
fuel, 4-5 d @ 5 
Ash, 6 
municipalities 

 Plants usually have a 3-4 day back 
up fuel system and prolonged 
outage without energy may lead to 
polluted canals if over flows occur. 
There are roughly 186 pump 
stations for Fort Lauderdale alone, 
but backup generators are only 
available for 70%. 

5 days of 
one plant 
affecting 6 
municipali
ties 

 

Main roads 
and tunnels 

Stop/traffic 
lights affecting 
road travel 

 Roads would be affected with no 
traffic signals, until generators 
could be deployed to most critical 
areas. 
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Railroad Power out @ 
ICTF affects rail 
operations 

   

 

Airport   The Airport depends on water that 
comes from Ft Lauderdale, so 
operation could be affected from 
prolonged disruption in water 
service 
 

 

 

Port and 
Fuel storage 

Power out @ 
ICTF affects port 
operations  
Port can’t pump 
flood waters- 
could cause fuel 
leak and 
contamination 

 If port can’t pump flood water and 
becomes inundated some 
contamination may occur from 
surrounding fuel tank farms. 
The Port depends on water that 
comes from Ft Lauderdale, so 
operation could be affected from 
prolonged disruption in water 
service 

 

 

Industrial 
facilities.  

Business closure 
due to power 
loss and 
subsequent 
potable water 
loss 
 
Marine industry: 
intracoastal 
contamination 
due to 
wastewater 
failure 

   

 

Commercial 
facilities 

  Commercial sector may cripple due 
to no IT, unable to process 
transactions. 

 

 

Tourism   Tourists may be stranded do to 
multiple infrastructure failures. 
 
Marinas would be shut down 
without power 
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Bowtie analysis of the consequences of power outages and how to mitigate these. 
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Bow-tie analysis results of the consequences of power outages 
Hazard Causes Prevention Event Mitigation Consequences 
   

Power 
outages 
 

 harden electrical system and 
generator at the water treatment 
facilities 

 increase fuel storage 
 interlocal agreements for water / 

wastewater with surrounding 
communities 

lost water supply 

    increase backup generators for lift 
stations 

 storage for cryogenic oxygen 
 increase reliance on pipeline 

gasoline 

no wastewater 
service 

    cooling stations 
 solar panels 
 ice distribution 
 public communication 
 food distribution 
 mobile antennas for 

communication 
 mobile clinics 

citizens without 
power 

    traffic education 
 solar traffic signals 
 signals non-electrical 

roadways 

    …. 
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Evaluation of measures to mitigate consequences of power outages 
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Impressions of break outs and plenary presentation 
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6.3.3 Break CIrcle and Measures sessions - Roads - Group 3  
 

 
 

Description of impacts of a road not being available 
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Transcript of text in flips of break-out group 3 Roads 
CI category CIrcle  

 
Table impacts 

Threshold Description of impacts  Duration 

 

Emergency 
services 

Emergency 
services cannot 
go out. 

Ambulance 
and 
police/rescue 
impacted 

Rely on communications and roads 
and low wind speeds 

 

 

Health care 
and public 
health 

Could not get to 
hospital. 
Drinking water 
needed for 
cooling 
purposes. 

Accessibility 
to nursery 
homes 

Communications are essential and 
cannot fail. Hospitals need water 
for coolant systems. 
 

 

 

Citizens Citizens cannot 
go to work. 
Clean the roads 

Locked inside 
homes; feel 
trapped. 
Preparations 

Citizens do not have the resources $ 
to prepare in advance 

 

 

Communica
tions and IT 

Reestablish 
telecommunicati
on 

Communicatio
ns between…. 
And city 

Question about which roads are 
clear. ‘bad synergy’. 

 

 

Electricity Reestablish grid 
without road 
available. Power 
lines down 

Crews cannot 
fix if roads are 
impassable 

  

 

Financial 
services 

 Property 
values decline 

  

 

Storm water 
system 

Cannot drain Roads don’t 
drain 

Blocked by debris, canals clogged, 
and drains clogged. Road repair 
costs. Invest in your vulnerable 
roads first to reduce repair costs 

 

 

Drinking 
water 

 Chlorine 
cannot be 
transported 
on rail lines 

Drinking water needed for cooling 
purposes in hospitals 

 

 

Wastewater Need for extra 
oxygen from 
Orlando 

SSO spills. 
Water in plant 
causes pumps 
to fail. 

Many small sewers overflow. In 
Palm Beach county, areas had to 
evacuate because of water quality 
due to septic system. Infrastructure 
overflows onto street, health 
hazard. Liquid oxygen. 

 

 

Main roads 
and tunnels 

 Debris on road Debris removal trucks were in 
Texas dealing with Harvey. Should 
set-up contracts in advance (cities, 
county) 
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Railroad Access to tri-rail. 
Chlorine 
/drinking water 

Tri-rail 
depends on 
roads for 
feeder buses 

  

 

Airport Fuel provision. 
Fuel pipeline 
Miami 

Depends on 
fuel to run 
generators 

  

 

Port and 
Fuel storage 

Cargo, cruise, 
fuel 

Availability of 
trucks 

Fuel disruption because trucks 
were moved out of the are before 
the storm. 

 

 

Industrial 
facilities.  

 Citizens 
cannot travel 
to work for 
two days 

When schools don’t operate due to 
shelter use, families and citizens are 
impacted because they cannot get 
to work. Also impacted when 
schools are flooded, and re-opening 
is delayed. 

 

 

Commercial 
facilities 

    

 

Tourism Need to 
evacuate barrier 
islands 

Tourist 
impacted 
because 
barrier islands 
are closed 
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Hazard Causes Prevention Event Mitigation Consequences 
climate change 
 

 sea level rise 
 less storage 

capacity 
 tornado 
 large rainfall 
 salinity structures 

 identify / prioritize roads 
by criticality 

Road 
event: 

road is flooded 
and there is 

debris on the 
road 

 

  

loss of taxes 
 

 declining tax base 
as property values 
go down 

 loss of money, 
economic 
recession 

   

accidents 
 

 accidents 
 train crash 
 overturned trucks 

on the highway 

 reduce traffic speed 
 appropriate proactive 

measures 
 autonomous vehicles 
 driver education and 

surveillance 

  

maintenance 
 

 old infrastructure 
causes bridge to 
collapse 

 storm drains are 
clogged due to lack 
of maintenance 

 debris in canal 
 bus drove in canal 

 preventive maintenance 
 proactive maintenance 
 design standards today 

may be different 
 asset management 

  

low elevation  proper design of roadways   
     

Bow tie analyses of causes of disruptions in road availability 
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Impressions of break outs and plenary presentation 
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6.3.4 Break CIrcle and Measures sessions -Roads - Group 4  
 

 
Roads and impact relationship 
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Description of cascading impacts of roads not being available 
Transcript of text in flips of break-out group 4 Roads 

CI category CIrcle  
 

Table  
Characterization of cascading 

impacts 

Threshold Description of impacts  
 

Duration  

 

Emergency 
services 

 Design 
elevation for 
major roads 
 
Capacity 
Exceeding 
system 

Water levels added up to the 
amount of debris and traffic 
blocking the access to Emergency 
Access 
 
Evacuation from residents – 
limitations on fuel distribution 
along the evacuation routes 

 

 

Health care 
and public 
health 

 Storm 
elevations / 
size capacity 

Access roads and parking for 
facility personal and patients – 
needs to guarantee access to Health 
Care Facilities 
 
Parking lots flooded as a result of 
being designed as storage for major 
storm events 

 

 

Citizens  Population 
Served 

Circulation and evacuation are 
compromised, as well as returning. 
Access to critical facilities from the 
general population is also 
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compromised, including health 
providers, food, water and gas.  

 

Communica
tions and IT 

  Limited access to repair damaged 
communication infrastructure, 
including mobile towers.  
Impacts to services and business 
depended on communication 
infrastructure, including basic 
services like traffic lights.  

 

 

Electricity   Limited access to repair damaged 
electricity infrastructure, including 
Power Substations. 
Health risks in exposed electricity 
in damaged streets. 

 

 

Financial 
services 

  Limited access to cash/ATM and 
other bank services, during a time 
when cash might be needed. 

 

 

Storm water 
system 

 Duration of 
flood to define 
back up 
operation 

Limited access to operating pumps 
and control structures that need 
maintenance before, during and 
after the storm, including access to 
fuel and generators as needed.  

 

 

Drinking 
water 

  Limited access to distribution 
systems and operating 
infrastructure that needs 
maintenance before, during and 
after the storm, including access to 
fuel and generators as needed. 
Clearing roads to guarantee the 
operation of water treatment and 
distribution systems is priority. 

 

 

Wastewater   Limited access to sewer collecting 
systems and operating 
infrastructure that needs 
maintenance before, during and 
after the storm, including access to 
fuel and generators as needed. Due 
to Infiltration and Inflow issues, 
wastewater flows are increased 
during the storms. Clearing roads to 
guarantee the operation of 
wastewater treatment and 
collection systems is priority, 
especially if sewer overflow event 
occurs. 

 

 

Main roads 
and tunnels 

Flood + tide 
surge/rain+ 
debris. 

 Elevation standards/design criteria 
evacuation roads. 
Trees are integral part of roads but 
can block/limit access of roads. 
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10 yr storm 
design standard 
85 years 
Tree issues 

Maintenance: planting/pruning of 
native v exotic species 

 

Railroad   Limited access to train stations 
because of road failures and 
parking lot flooding, and reduced 
transportation alternatives to 
evacuate and return home. 

 

 

Airport  . Limited access to Airport facility for 
passengers and staff, as well as fuel 
and food/water supply to stuck 
passengers. Disturbance to 
alternative transportation options 
to evacuate and return home. 

 

 

Port and 
Fuel storage 

  Limited access to Port facility for 
passengers and staff, as well as food 
and water supply to stuck 
passengers.  
Fuel distribution is compromised 
because of road failure, as Port is 
the main point of entry and storage 
in South Florida. Limited access to 
fuel trucks, that need to resume fuel 
delivery and distribution. 

 

 

Industrial 
facilities.  

  Limited access to employees and 
maintenance needs. Additional 
need of storage and protection of 
production. 

 

 

Commercial 
facilities 

  Limited access to employees and 
maintenance needs.  

 

 

Tourism   Limited access to passengers and 
evaluation needs. 
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Bow tie analyses of measures mitigating consequences of roads not being available
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Hazard Causes Prevention Event Mitigation Consequences 
   

Road 
event: 

road is flooded 
and there is 

debris on the 
road 

 

temporary pumps after tide goes 
down 
pump at S-9 to alleviate western 
communities 
transfer patients by helicopter, 
national guards, high vehicles 

access to hospital 
blocked, no power 

   emergency generators no access to 
commercial facilities, 
banks and nursing 
homes 

   supply bottled water no access to Fort 
Lauderdale treatment 
plant and garbage 
disposal site 

   re-route traffic east-west traffic 
blocked 

     
   send messages (social media) escalation factor: use 

boats to evacuate, 
shelter in place, 
emergency 
generators, inter-
governmental 
agreements 

Table Bow tie analyses of consequences of road failure 
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Evaluation of measures to mitigate the consequences of roads not being available 
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Impressions of break outs and plenary presentation 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


